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Squatting the White Cube and KDG Present:

The Citizen and 
the Serial Killer 

(urban art becomes installation) by Harlan Levey

Inspired by the work of Jerome ‘G’ Demuth 
and L’Atlas

Henri Landru stood trial on 11 counts of 
murder in November 1921. He was convicted 
on all counts, sentenced to death, and 
executed by guillotine within three months. 
Forty years later, there was a rumour that the 
daughter of Landru’s lawyer found a picture 
Landru had drawn whilst awaiting execution. 
On the back of it, he had apparently written, 
“I did it. I burned their bodies in my kitchen 
stove”.

1st Movement: Rest in Pieces.
One man’s trash is another man’s treasure. Recycling offers 
a new lease on another life. It was a day in Paris, I have no 
idea what sort of day because these details were not passed 
on. All I know that in a heap of garbage, a lovely young 
woman discovered a jewel: A mounted reproduction of the 
police portrait of French Serial Killer Henri Landru. Just as I 
cannot tell you about the sky, noise or foot traffic rotating 
around her, I have no idea why she was seduced by the photo 
or retrieved the ghost from the garbage. But she did.
A forgotten photo just got reincarnated.
This story starts with a murder. It was not committed by Henri 
Landru. It has not even happened yet, but plans are being 
made collectively. It’s becoming a political conversation, 
buzzing in the backs of bars, at shows and hustling around 
the coming community: Should we put the term ‘street art’ 
to rest? After all, it more than irritates most of us and like 
so called ‘democracy’ there is a relevant debate over its 
actual definition anyway. 

Is a work ‘street art,’ because it is given a home smack in the centre 
of pedestrian life or because it speaks street? Is it a question of 
concrete or culture? What was once simply dismissed as teenage 
angst, territorialism (dogs pissing around trees, numbered 
consumers spraying a name into existence) and a public eyesore, 
has become almost too hip, hopping through all forms of the 
culture industry while quietly drilling into the foundations of the 
fine arts. 

The fact is, ‘street art,’ is as poetic as ‘handschuh’ (hand-shoe), the 
German word for ‘glove’. At least the English word has some love 
in it. It details only the obvious, failing to even ask what art is or 
to provide a broad enough umbrella to shelter all the techniques 
and styles thrown together under it. Check out these two sets off 
billboards. One would be called art (in 2006, but would have been 
tagged as vandalism ten years prior). The other is advertising. 
Both are on the street.

The difference between them lies not in location, but in the 
invisible, in the process, the poetic movement that we cannot 
see. The break between art and design, advertising and creative 
offering, is revealed by original intent. Still, nobody says ‘street 
advertising,’ just advertising – just art – and this suggests that 
location has little to do with it. It also implies that just because it 
is on the street doesn’t mean it’s art. (Sorry my little street rats, 
but keep trying).

Behind one of the images is a drive to create needs and supply 
them, to convince us as consumers. Behind the other, the thought 
of a citizen, a reminder that reality and fiction often trade names. 
Both are mass media. Both are placed to get our eye and seduce 
us into a moment of pause, much as Landru seduced his victims. 
The corporate work can be seen as an attempt at subtle brain 
washing. The work of Jerome G. Demuth on the other hand is 
purely mass communication; organic art that embeds itself into 
its environment, proposing new narratives, possibilities and 
potential as big business attempts to design our lives. In this case, 
it is a warning; a form of art where sharing reflects caring. And if 

we talk about calligraphy, 
character design or the 
conceptualization of a 
communications culture, 
urban expressionism is 
pushing envelopes and 
sending in anonymous 
requests for improved 
democracy and 
accelerated imaginations. 

Good spots are not paid 
for by companies or 
reserved for the ivory 
of fine arts. They are 
bravely, and sometimes 
intelligently, taken. 
Urban expressionism is 
democratic in the sense 
that we can all (almost) 
afford it and anybody 
can add their voice to 
the mix. One equals one. 
A throw up, a tag, there 
is no electoral college 
between a vote and the 
voter, and no headline 
news to pervert things; 
the message is placed in 
the face of the citizen and 
that citizen can respond.

Whatever we call it, all around the world young activists and 
artists are getting out, getting up and putting their expressions 
into the swirl of visual noise that cloaks our cities. 
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2nd Movement: Creative Reconstruction
Two friends were sitting around following old threads, 
discussing the components of a crime and how the other side 
of the law has influenced their lives. Later, (days or weeks 
do not matter) they watched The Shining. Not Stephen King’s 
remake of his own book, but the Kubrick classic, which 
better understood the question of medium.

One returned to the found photograph of Monsieur Landru 
and went to work. L’Atlas is France’s infamous urban 
cartographer. Though his girlfriend claims he can’t use a 
map, his influences have led him to create lines that lead to 
new depths. In his coined typography, using red spray and 
rubber tape, he wrote: REDRUM across Landru’s face. Can an 
image kill? Can a citizen be consumed by a photograph? What 
does the mirror say? Murder.

There is neither start nor finish in the case of collaboration. 
It is the case of community and culture itself. ‘All work and 
no play makes Jack a dull boy.’

Art bubbles and boils while design cools and calms. Good design 
reveals new possibilities for supposedly better living. Good art 
offers us an automatic time out from such efficiency, obliging us 
to imagine something other. Good is dead.

We suffer from a personality schism. We are citizens. We are 
consumers. The two roles contradict and we are both just by being 
born into the world.

As citizens we receive information / As consumers we (often 
unwittingly) absorb it.

As receivers we evolve / As sponges we saturate.

Design tells us what to do and even want, art reminds us that it 
doesn’t have to be like this or that and whispers that this and 
that are probably only products of our imagination anyway. In the 
stink of our rotting urban utopias, ‘street’ arts recycled stale walls 
and burnt ideas, swimming against the heavy sway of capitalism, 
interrupting the process of normalisation and contradicting 
illusions of consensus. 

Their claim on public space and ‘I don’t give a shit’ attitude have 
broken laws on several scales and at the same time remained 
faithful to democratic and artistic ethics, which gives more than 
shit back to the community (unlike many companies). This has 
also ensured that the urban art movement is caked in struggle. 
The struggle for something other… the struggle to get up, get 
seen and not get cuffed, buffed or crossed out. The struggle to 
improve craft, concept and the urban landscape… the struggle 
to pay for paint and pens or stickers and paste… and finally, the 
struggle for recognition of great skill. Many didn’t care about this, 
but most have been receptive as it arrives.

So what happens as the rebels surrender their guns and are invited 
to the feast? Does the struggle continue? Does it become the next 
sub cultural context to get stuffed into a Hollywood formula and 
franchised into so many fragments that the community it connects 
crumbles and forgets what it once went outside for? Does it gain 
strength? Peak? Or does the stray cat get too fat?
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3rd Movement: The Scene of the Crime
Often artists become designers in order to earn their 
bread, using their skills towards commissioned projects 
with commercial aims.  Artistic integrity is suddenly placed 
in chains. It will face a jury (or Market Research Group), 
its value measured on impact. This is the worth of design. 
The price of art determined only by what it reveals (or of 
course, what somebody is willing to pay for it).

Jerome was paid to produce a video. As a designer he did 
his job well enough to be invited to execute a sequel. As an 
artist, he had other ideas and kept the camera’s running 
when design was done. The result: a famous actress on 
camera, but not performing. Finally, Landru had a new young 
lady within his sights. This would become the backdrop.

In the ‘little Chicago’ district of Brussels we circle for a half hour, 
stopping every few minutes to ask somebody on the sidewalks for 
instructions on how to find BOAZ. French, Flemish and English are 
all lost languages in this neighborhood and nobody is able to help 
us. After the 10th try it becomes ridiculous. Where the hell are we? 
A right and a left or three later and we nailed it.

Enter through the thin door encased in the garage, stumble across 
a small garden with an empty keg, passed a mirage of drunken 
tags and finally we’re inside. It feels like a small warehouse, the 
kind of jewelled fossil some are lucky enough to locate these 
days. Strong in structure, neglected for who knows how long, the 
space looks like a squat. Don’t be fooled. BOAZ has a big wallet 
behind it. This thing was done (al)right. 16 exciting young artists 
were brought in. They included: Clyde Knowland, Alexone, Jerome 
G. Demuth, Yassine Mekhnache, Simon Says, El Nigno, Cyril K., 
Babou, L’Atlas, Sun7, Tanc, Prince Off, Erris, Gysbert, Mathew 
Crasner and Jihef. 

The show was pre-empted by a glossy catalogue full of the 
abstractions and theoretical blah blah that many artists seek 
to overcome or simply do away with. Don’t let the words speak 
for you, they will faithfully betray the listener with poetry and 
prejudice. Let the images speak for themselves. At the start of its 
ramblings however, the catalogue stated a sympathetic mission:

“Allow the artists to work together within different medias and be 
close to a large and diverse audience… allow the public to enter 

a world from which they too often feel excluded, the world of 
contemporary art.”

In the chill of the BOAZ cellar, the deaths of Landru, street art and 
eleven young ladies lay silently together in an installation that 
could only be called a tomb. Like any tomb, we enter to remember 
and mourn, but leave looking for life and another reason to 
celebrate.

It is an installation with all the elements of a street piece. Recycled 
materials pulled from the bin, a desire to work organically with 
pre-existing elements, calligraphy that must be carried out 
swiftly, a large paste up, spray, tape, the tools and techniques that 
the artists had crafted on the streets were suddenly working from 
within the gallery. And of course, in the gallery, there is always 
a conceptual element, that layer of excess the show’s catalogue 
provided, a story that must become an onion. This one does. 
There is the killer. There is the victim. There is blood on the wall. 
There is a thick steel grave. There is a story behind the work, a 
story behind each story. There is a map. None of this is obvious. 
But it is all right there in your face.

The piece becomes a bridge, taking urban arts under shelter 
and supporting them with cash that appears to come without 
the chains. Suddenly these techniques break free from the term 
‘street art,’ they lose predicate and become subject. They are 
accepted by the fine art world and mutated by the time, space and 
comfort it offers. At the same time, the piece leads the audience 
out of the gallery and back to the streets where they might start to 
see all the stickers, stains and (sometimes not so) subtle gestures 
that artists and activists have offered. A Ready Made Work that 
keeps it real, profits from new possibilities and is faithful to what 
is not there.

Street Art is dead and the bridge to the tomb is flooded with traffic 
and horns. Five Steps Forward, Ten Steps Back, a truth is merely a 
path of fidelity and this was an example of two artists taking it. In 
the tomb, in the traces of murder we find evidence that the coming 
community will make its stain on the white walls of galleries while 
continuing its struggle for something other.

The Citizen and 
the Serial Killer


